Image Preparation for Monthly Competition

(In 4 easy steps)

Background

• Our new club projector has full HD resolution capability (1920x1080) for stunning image quality.
• HD format is a 16x9 aspect ratio like most newer televisions. This format is “wider” than our old projector.

Basic Steps* for Image Submission

• Resize your image for 1920x1080 pixel maximum dimensions

• Convert or export your image to JPG format

• Rename your image
• Email your submission before the deadline

* Some programs perform the actions above in a single step.

Resizing Basics

First prepare your image as usual (crop & adjust)

• For most images set the height to 1080 pixels

• For wide images set the width to 1920 pixels
Notes

• Your final image should not exceed 1920 pixels in width or 1080 pixels in height
• The new submission deadline is 11:59 pm on the Sunday prior to the competition
• All images should be .jpg format
• Sharpening is optional. You should “sharpen for screen”.
• Image names should include the photographer name, competition class and type
• Email competition images to ccclexcontest@gmail.com